We compare a series of time compression methods applied to normal and clear speech. First we evaluate a linear (uniform) method applied to these styles as well as to naturally-produced fast speech. We found, in line with the literature, that unprocessed fast speech was less intelligible than linearly compressed normal speech. Fast speech was also less intelligible than compressed clear speech but at the highest rate (three times faster than normal) the advantage of clear over fast speech was lost. To test whether this was due to shorter speech duration we evaluate, in our second experiments, a range of methods that compress speech and silence at different rates. We found that even when the overall duration of speech and silence is kept the same across styles, compressed normal speech is still more intelligible than compressed clear speech. Compressing silence twice as much as speech improved results further for normal speech with very little additional computational costs.
Introduction
Achieving fast speech with high levels of intelligibility is an elusive goal [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Nevertheless, there are compelling reasons why one would want to achieve it. For instance, speeding through recordings of long meetings to quickly obtain relevant content [6, 7] , or as a speech output interface for blind text-to-speech (TTS) users [8, 9] . Furthermore, understanding what makes speech more intelligible can also bring improvements to hearing aids [1, 2, 10] .
During the production of fast speech there is an increasing amount of overlap of articulatory gestures which results in a decrease in intelligibility, as the articulatory targets, important for clear pronunciation, are no longer reached. When producing fast speech, vowels are compressed more than consonants [11] and both word-level [3] and sentence-level [12] stressed syllables are compressed to a lesser degree than unstressed ones. Yet another important aspect of fast speech is the significant reduction in pauses. It is claimed that reducing pauses is possibly the strongest acoustic change when speaking faster [13] , most probably due to the limitations of how much speakers can speed up their articulation rate [14] .
Janse and colleagues [3, 4] have shown that fast speech (approximately 1.56 times faster than normal speech) is harder to process, in terms of reaction times, and is less preferred than linearly compressed speech. Following the literature, linearity here refers to the fact that the compression rate is the same across the sentence, i.e. vowels, consonants, silence and speech are compressed at the same rate. Furthermore in [3] , Janse and colleagues found that linearly compressed speech is more intel-ligible and preferred over a non linearly compressed version in which fast speech prosodic patterns were mimicked at a high speaking rate (2.85 times). [15] reported that linearly speeding up normal rate sentences to a fast rate led to more intelligible sentences. Speeding both the natural and fast speech further (ultra-fast) resulted in comparable levels of intelligibility with the fast speech being rated as more natural. Similarly, the results in [9] show that linear compression of natural plain speech leads to higher intelligibility rates than natural fast speech.
Janse claims in [4] that possibly the only non linear aspect of fast speech duration changes that can improve intelligibility at high speaking rates is the removal of pauses but only when rates are relatively high, i.e., non linear compression (compressing pauses more than speech) at high speaking rates (faster than fast speech). Results obtained using the MACH1 algorithm [16] confirm this. The MACH1 method is based on the acoustics of fast speech with the addition of compressed pauses. At ultra fast speaking rates (2.5 and 4.1) MACH1 improves comprehension and is preferable to linearly compressed speech, however, no advantage was found at a fast speech speaking rate (1.4) [17] . [18] proposed a non uniform time scaling of speech based on the waveform similarity overlap and add (WSOLA) time compression method [19] where pauses, vowels, phone transitions and consonants are compressed differently (order is from more to less). Authors reported a preference for the non linear compression method over the linear compression method and natural fast speech.
All the above studies show that time compression methods using fast speech do not tend to lead to higher intelligibility scores than when speech at normal speaking rates is compressed. At high rates non linear compression of normal speech shows some promise.
A possible alternative to using fast speech is approaching the problem from the other direction, i.e., by using clear speech as the basis for compression [20, 21] . Clear speech is a speaking style adopted when speaking in difficult communication situations. Clear speech is significantly more intelligible than conversational speech (particularly for individuals with some sort of hearing impairment) but at the expense of longer utterance duration [10] . Studies [1, 2] testing linear and non linear time compression of clear speech found that for both compression methods clear speech reproduced at a conversational speaking rate was not more intelligible than conversational speech. However, [2] did find that non uniform time compression was less deleterious to the intelligibility of clear speech than a linear method but both types of compressed clear speech were still no more intelligible than unprocessed conversational speech; differences were larger for hearing impaired listeners. Krause and Braida [5] thought that this might be a problem with the compression method and that the intelligibility advantage of clear speech is not only due to its longer duration. They [5] investigated whether clear speech produced at high speaking rates could still bring intelligibility benefits over conversational speech and found that it does. [22] also found that clear speech which was linearly compressed to match casual speech speeds was more intelligible than unmodified casual speech.
In this paper, we are interested in testing whether the clear speech advantage still holds for particularly high speaking rates and for normal hearing individuals, aiming to reproduce such results for the generation of synthetic speech to be used by blind individuals. The questions this paper sets out to answer are: can compressed clear speech be more intelligible than compressed normal speech, and can we improve results by applying a simpler non linear technique that compresses speech and silence regions at different rates?
The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 presents the database used in the experiments, Section 3 shows results of linear compression applied to a range of speaking styles at a range of speaking rates, Section 4 describes the evaluation of non linear time compression methods applied to clear and normal speech at the highest rate. This is followed by a discussion and conclusions.
Database
We recorded a Scottish female voice talent reading prompts presented sentence by sentence. The same 400 sentences were read in four styles: normal, fast and two types of clear. Each style was elicited by different instructions. For the normal style we asked the voice talent to speak as she would normally do. For the fast style she was asked to read the sentences out load as fast as she could while still maintaining intelligibility. the two types of clear speech she was instructed to speak as if talking to someone with an hearing impairment (clear h) and to a computer (clear c). To illustrate how the database looks like Fig. 1 shows the waveform and spectogram in Praat for the same sentence spoken with the fast and clear h style 1 . These instructions led to speech with a wide range of timing properties. Table 1 presents, for each speaking style, the syllables per second (SPS), words per minute (WPM), speech duration (∆sp) and silence duration (∆ sil ). All values are calculated per sentence and averaged across sentences. The values of SPS and WPM were based on a manual annotation of part of the data and consider the whole utterance including pauses, while the other values were calculated automatically by using an energy based speech detection method [18] .
Table1 shows that the slowest style is the clear c with 2.05 SPS, followed by clear h with 3.32, normal with 4.65 and fast with 8.1. The duration of speech and silence inform how much of these differences are due to speech regions being longer or due to longer silence regions. For this analysis, we take normal as the reference. Silence regions not only include pauses Figure 2 : Word error of linearly compressed speech for different speaking styles, rate is relative to normal speech, the fast rate is on average 1.55x faster than normal speech.
but also phone regions such as the burst that takes place during stops. The rate of increase of speech and silence duration is of 1.3 and 3.1 for clear h and 1.76 and 8.29 for clear c. The rate of compression of fast speech and silence duration is of 1.68 and 7. These values show that the overall durational differences seen in the clear and fast speech style recorded here were in fact due to silence regions being stretched and compressed, respectively.
Linear time compression
Fast speech has been reported to be less intelligible than linearly compressed normal speech. Here we explore whether the same holds true when compressing other speaking styles. We evaluate the intelligibility of speech compressed using the waveform similarity overlap and add (WSOLA) time compression method [19] to illustrate a linear, also referred to as uniform, compression as was evaluated in [9, 18, 22] .
In this section, we compress the four different speech styles described in the previous section at four different rates. The rates chosen for this experiment are: fast (the rate that brings each style's duration to match the duration of the fast speech) as well as 2, 2.5 and 3 times faster than normal speech. Intelligibility results for linearly compressed normal and fast speech for the same speaker have previously been reported in [9] .
Listening experiment
Twenty native English speakers with no self reported hearing impairment participated in this experiment. Each individual listened to eight different sentences for each of the 16 conditions tested and had to type the words they understood sentence by sentence. Prior to the test they undertook a small training session containing one example of each condition.
Results
The results are calculated as the percentage of word errors averaged across a listener, taking into consideration misspellings and word contractions. Word errors are counted as words that did not appear in the transcription, irrespective of their placement as done in [23] . Fig.2 shows the word errors for each speaking style at each compression rate. Error bars refer to the standard deviation of the error calculated across listeners.
The most intelligible style for all rates was the normal style, leading to only 20.5% word errors for the highest speaking rate. The least intelligible style was the computer directed clear speech, which already produced a similar error at the 2x rate and more than 60% word errors at the 3x rate. For moderate speaking rates (fast and 2x) the most intelligible style, after normal, was the hearing impaired directed clear speech (clear h), with less than 5% errors for the 2x rate, while for higher rates fast speech becomes more intelligible, with 28% for the 3x rate where clear h obtained 43.6%. At the fast speech rate, linearly compressed normal speech was more intelligible than uncompressed fast speech, which supports the findings in [3, 4] . We found that at this rate linearly compressed clear h was also more intelligible than unprocessed fast speech.
One particularly interesting finding was the fact that, at higher rates, compressed fast speech was more intelligible than compressed clear speech even though fast speech at its own rate was found to be less intelligible. In our view, there are two striking differences between the fast and clear h data: the duration of the silence and speech regions and how well articulatory targets were met. We expect that fast speech is inherently less intelligible than normal and clear speech due to substitutions and deletions that take place when one speaks fast. Therefore, we expect that the fast speech advantage at higher rates is due to highly compressed silence.
Non linear time compression
Clear speech is known to be more intelligible than normal speech but in our previous experiment we found no intelligibility gains when compressing clear speech to produce speech at high rates.
The fact that fast speech, even though inherently less intelligible, led to better results at the highest rate, could indicate that compressed clear speech is not as intelligible because of the presence of long silences which makes the speech duration of its compressed version much shorter.
For this experiment, we focus on improving results for compressed clear h and possibly normal speech for the higher speaking rate of 3x. For this we will exploit a range of non linear compression methods, always focusing on applying different rates to speech and silence. To calculate silence regions we apply a silence detection algorithm based on a fixed energy threshold as done in [18] . For all methods, we calculate the rate per frame according to the characteristics of the current frame (speech or silent) and feed this information to the WSOLA method which calculates the best match for the next frame to overlap and add. Table 2 : Methods evaluated. 'yes' and 'no' refer to being compressed or not. 'yes*' refers to the condition where silence duration was compressed to match that of normal speech. Figure 3 : Word errors at 3x rate for normal (N-) and clear h (C-) speech compressed using a range of methods.
Non linear methods
We were interested in exploring whether clear speech was found to be less intelligible at higher rates because the duration of speech was shorter due to the presence of longer silence regions. To test this hypothesis we create condition NL1 where we compress speech to the same rate as in L so that speech duration is the same across styles and silence remains uncompressed. The final utterance duration will therefore be longer for NL1 than for L.
The resulting durations across speaking styles will vary as the duration of silence is different which makes the comparison of NL1 across styles unfair. The fair comparison is condition NL2 applied to clear speech only, where silence is also compressed so that the overall utterance duration is the same across N-NL1 and C-NL2.
Finally to test the theory that at higher rates pauses harm more than aid, we compress silence Y times more than speech for both styles (N-NL3 and C-NL3). Y was chosen to be two.
Listening experiment
As in the previous experiment, twenty native English speakers with no self reported hearing impairment transcribed eight sentences for each condition after hearing each sentence only once. One participant was removed from the results as his/her word errors were found to be excessively high compared to the others.
Results
The results are calculated as the percentage of word errors averaged across a listener, in the same way as in the previous experiment. Fig.3 presents the word error in percentage for the 3x rate.
Similar to what was found in the previous experiment the word errors for linearly compressed clear speech (C-L) 39.4% is around twice as high as results with linearly compressed normal speech (N-L) 20.3%. This relation remains the same when the final duration of speech and silence is the same across styles: 15.3% of N-NL1 and 28.2% of C-NL2.
Not compressing pauses improved results for both styles significantly as we see NL1 scores are lower than L, but at the expense of a longer utterance duration. Compressing silence twice as much as speech also improves results as we see that for both styles NL3 results are better than L, even though the utterance duration is the same. The difference was found to be significant only for the normal style. All types of non linear methods applied to clear speech resulted in intelligibility scores closer to normal speech but not equal to or better than.
Discussion
We were interested in finding whether linearly compressed clear speech was found to be less intelligible at higher rates because the duration of speech was shorter due to the presence of longer silence regions. This was however not the case as when we set the duration of speech and silence to be the same for compressed normal speech and clear speech, we found that compressed normal speech was more intelligible. One possible reason is that clear speech had to be compressed considerably more than normal speech which could have caused more artefacts due to larger phase differences at frame boundaries brought upon by the compression. The WSOLA implementation used here [24] suggests no more than 4.0x the compression rate and for many sentences clear speech was compressed more than this. Future work will involve reducing such artefacts.
The non linear compression method improved results for both styles. Unfortunately, this was not enough to make compressed clear speech more intelligible than normal speech. This is an interesting result as the overhead of applying energy detection is quite small and requires no further delay; it can be done online as opposed to methods where all silence regions are first completely removed. We would like to quantify what further intelligibility gains more complicated non linear methods inspired by fast speech acoustics [16, 18] might bring and particularly whether most of the gain they obtain are due to heavy silence compression.
Another point of discussion is why the type of clear speech used in this experiment (read clear speech) was less intelligible after time compression; this may be because it was not recorded in a communicative spontaneous task, where acoustic changes are known to be less extreme [25] .
Conclusions
In this paper we exploit the use of clear speech to increase the intelligibility of speech reproduced at extremely high speaking rates. We first evaluate linearly compressed speech of four styles produced by the same speaker: normal, fast and two types of clear speech -computer directed and hearing-impaired directed speech (clear h). We found that unprocessed fast speech was less intelligible than linearly compressed clear h and normal but at the highest speaking rates clear h was worse than fast. As possibly the only advantage fast speech has over clear in terms of intelligibility is the shorter silence regions, we exploit in our second experiments a range of time compression methods that compress speech and silence differently. We found that even when the duration of speech and silence is kept the same across styles, compressed normal speech is still more intelligible. Compressing silence twice as much as speech improved results for both styles at the expense of very little overhead.
